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‘Bigamy’, ‘Marriage Fraud’ and Colonial Patriarchy in Kayes, French Sudan (1905-1925) 
Marie Rodet 
This study is based on detailed analysis of marriage cases handled by native courts and 
colonial correspondence about the administration of indigenous law in the region of Kayes 
between 1905 and 1925. Under the heading ‘marriage cases’, I include not only divorce 
cases, but also cases related to bridewealth repayments, abandonment of the marital home 
and cases of ‘bigamy’ and ‘marriage fraud’, which I will focus on in this chapter. The region 
of Kayes is to the west of the colony of French Sudan (modern-day Mali), on the border with 
Senegal. Kayes was the first colonial capital of French Sudan, before this status was 
transferred to Bamako in 1908. First, I examine marriage cases which were tried as civil 
matters. However, from the 1920s onwards, marriages cases in the legal archives that include 
the terms ‘bigamy’ and ‘marriage fraud’ begin to be handled systematically as criminal trials. 
In this chapter, I will therefore attempt to trace the case law which moved marriage cases 
from the civil to the criminal courts, and which led ‘bigamy’ and ‘marriage fraud’ to appear 
as offenses in the registers of judgements at Kayes’ first-degree courts from 1905 to 1925. 
These cases are an important source of information on gender relations and disputes between 
men and women in French Sudan in the colonial period. They reveal complex interactions 
between men, women, colonial administration and ‘traditional’ authorities. They also reveal 
that, contrary to what is often supposed, women did not hesitate to take cases to the courts 
and the administration in order to defend their marital rights and express themselves about 
marriage consent and love in a context of colonial legal pluralism.1 
The interaction between colonial administration and local populations played out on 
two levels. On one hand, the administration used indigenous law to its own ends, in order to 
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better control populations by involving local authorities, often with differing effects for men 
and women. On the other hand, in the period under examination, populations increasingly 
turned to colonial courts to resolve their disagreements; men and women thus both tried to 
take advantage of the system, which sometimes reinforced the customary system but 
sometimes compensated for its limitations. 
The decree of 1903 obliged the newly-established courts to enforce indigenous 
customs (where these were not contrary to the principles of French civilization) for colonial 
subjects in civil cases, and therefore in marriage cases.2 This obligation was partly reinforced 
by the decree of 16 August 1912, which officially recognized the ‘personal status’ of colonial 
subjects.3 ‘Respect for customs’, a pillar of colonial legal policy, was a way for the colonial 
government to avoid alienating populations and local authorities upon which the 
administration, understaffed and stretched across a vast territory, must necessarily rely to 
control populations, particularly through indigenous law. 
However, it was the colonial administration which formalized and even unified the 
content of what they considered ‘customary law’. This was based on case law from native 
courts and on administrative enquiries, which led to the formulation of a series of customary 
laws intended to help European government officers to handle legal cases, particularly 
following the 1924 reform which determined that a government officer routinely presided 
over first-degree civil and criminal courts. In reality, as has been shown elsewhere, the 
ultimate judge of how customary law should be interpreted was the colonial government, and 
not the native court.4 The process by which the colonial government controlled indigenous 
law, from the cercle (colonial district) up to the attorney general, in practice promoted a 
continuous and cumulative process of ‘invention of customs’.5 
In fact, until 1912, the registers of judgement did not specify which law had been used 
to try any given case. In criminal law, corporal punishments prescribed by ‘custom’ or 
‘Muslim law’ were systematically commuted to imprisonment following the decree of 1903. 
The decree of 1912 does not actually require that the personal status of the parties (‘Muslim’ 
or ‘Non-Muslim/Fetishist’) be specified.6 However, once the 1912 reforms came into force, 
court rulings began to include formulations like ‘given that Muslim/Koranic customary law 
governs the land’ or ‘according to custom X’. With the decree of 22 March 1924, which 
reorganized the native court system, the designations ‘Muslim’ and ‘non-Muslim’ 
disappeared.7 Instead, court rulings were required simply to specify the exact law which had 
been used to try the case, using ethno-religious formulations such as ‘Koranic Toucouleur 
law’, a process of ‘ethnicization’ of indigenous law.8 
The judicial reform of 1924 is important to note. Not only did it change the 
designations of the subdivision and cercle courts (which now became first and second-degree 
courts) and reformulate applicable law; it also represented an increased appropriation of these 
sources of power by colonial authorities, particularly concerning criminal matters. Following 
this decree, only a European government officer could preside over first-degree criminal 
courts. Throughout the 1930s, the colonial authorities continually limited the place of custom 
in criminal matters, reflecting the division of powers between the colonial administration 
which had responsibility for maintaining public order, and the customary authorities who 
were limited to governing private relations between Africans.9 
Numerous studies on law, gender and colonialism in Africa have been published over 
the last fifteen years, shedding light on the central role played by colonial authorities in 
restricting the fluidity of matrimonial practices through their attempts to codify customary 
law.10 More recent studies have historicized the question of consent and forced marriage in 
Africa.11 But there has not been direct study of the importance of mothers, and of female 
family networks more broadly, for supporting or thwarting young women’s sentimental 
inclination and matrimonial strategies. Even less attention has been given to the way in which 
these networks appear and disappear in legal sources and what it can tell us about how 
women negotiated love. Most of the literature on intimacy in Africa has focused on sex, 
rather than on expressions of emotions and love as “embedded in historically situated words, 
cultural practices, and material conditions that constitute certain kinds of subject and enable 
particular kind of conditions.” 12 The ambition of this chapter, through the analysis of female 
networks’ role in marriage cases in legal records, is to demonstrate the impact of colonialism 
on cultural practices and material conditions of love expressions in the first quarter of the 
twentieth century in the Kayes region. 
Although matrilineality often says more about the power of brothers and sons than 
women’s power and status, studies on matrilineality in West Africa have highlighted 
women’s political role in sustaining lineages, making marriage alliances and promoting the 
stability of the home, notably through the link between mother and son.13 Yet, the importance 
of the mother-son link also allows for a re-exploration of the question of consent and the 
mother’s role in matrimonial strategies, because children (both sons and daughters) could not 
go against the wishes of their mother to whom they owed everything; this is reflected in the 
Bambara saying ‘Bee bi ba bolo’, which can be translated as ‘everyone is in their mum’s 
hands’.14 Children could not marry against their mother’s wishes, nor could they refuse her 
choice of spouse for them. Hence the importance of mothers in marital trajectories and, by 
extension, the role of aunts as marital ‘godmothers’, helping to maintain the marriage and 
counsel the young couple, a female power which can counterbalance the power of the head of 
the family.15 These female networks have hardly been studied, as the idea that fathers were 
preeminent in marital decisions has not really been disputed, beyond the observation that in 
matrilineal societies questions of marriage are most often decided by the maternal uncle 
rather than the father. 
This lack of attention to the role of female networks in marriage alliances is doubtless 
also connected to the sources available. In the case of colonial legal sources, male voices 
increasingly lay claim to rights for men, to the detriment of women.16 However, a majority of 
the civil cases heard before the provincial court (1st degree court) in Kayes in the first twenty 
years of the twentieth century concerned women. Even if women were not always parties to 
the proceedings, they were very often at their origin, as is shown in cases of ‘bridewealth 
repayment’ where a rejected suitor demanded the portion of the bridewealth he had already 
paid to his fiancée’s relatives.17 Women were civil parties in almost 26 percent of civil and 
commercial cases heard by the provincial court in the cercle of Kayes for the period 1907-
1912, but they were actually at the origin of over 58 percent of the cases.18 
Furthermore, a careful examination of these marriage cases reveals traces of female 
matrimonial networks, and the ways in which the courts’ decisions tended to limit them by 
affirming the sole authority of fathers in matters of marriage, and by sentencing women for 
‘bigamy’ and intermediaries for ‘marriage fraud’. Those cases materialise how much colonial 
disciplinary regimes were ruled by ideologies of affect.19 
We will first examine the formalization of the offences of ‘bigamy’ and ‘marriage 
fraud’ against a backdrop of the reinforcement of patriarchal power in the region of Kayes in 
the first quarter of the twentieth century. We will then study elements of female matrimonial 
networks which survived, and what this tells us about women’s power and influence in 
marital trajectories, how they negotiated love and emotions in a constrained colonial 
landscape which increasingly eroded those ‘emotional communities’.20 
 
The formalization of the offences of ‘bigamy’ and ‘marriage fraud’ 
 
In 1903, a new colonial legal system was established in the colonies of French West Africa 
(FWA), unifying the different attempts at legal organization which were already occurring in 
some colonies.21 This legal reorganization separated ‘French law’ and ‘indigenous law’ and 
created three levels of ‘indigenous law’ for colonial subjects in each colony: the village court, 
the provincial court and the cercle court. In practice, these courts only began to function from 
1905. The village court was presided over by the village chief and was concerned primarily 
with mediation, whereas the provincial court heard any cases which had not been resolved at 
the level of the village court. Rulings given by the provincial court could be appealed through 
the cercle court. Criminal cases were heard directly by the cercle court, without going before 
the provincial court. The reform of 1912 maintained these prerogatives for criminal matters. 
The cercle court was presided over by the colonial administrator of the cercle, whereas the 
provincial court (which became the subdivision court in 1912) was presided over by a local 
notable until the decree of 22 May 1924, which reinforced the colonial administration’s 
control of the courts by stipulating that first and second-degree courts would thereafter be 
presided over by a European government officer for both civil and criminal matters. A local 
notable could still be appointed to preside over a first-degree court, but only in civil matters. 
These legal cases therefore did not escape the ‘colonial gaze’. The validity of the rulings was 
checked by a European government officer at every level. All reports and sentences, not only 
those given in criminal cases, were routinely conveyed to the Lieutenant-Governor and then 
to the Governor-General of FWA; the same was true for all requests for directions or 
information regarding the administration of indigenous justice. The Governor gave his view, 
and then forwarded the files to the political department responsible for justice which, if 
necessary, would transmit them to the attorney general.22 
The 1924 decree served not only to reinforce the administration’s direct control over 
rulings, by ensuring that courts were systematically presided over by European government 
officers, but also to provide a much clearer formalization of offences. The offences of 
‘bigamy’ and ‘marriage fraud’ had already begun to appear around the turn of the 
1910s/1920s, and thus before the 1924 reforms; however, these terms were systematically 
used to designate certain marriage cases after 1924. At the same time, we can note a general 
shift from civil to criminal courts for a number of marriage cases relating to abandonment of 
the marital home. This shift occurred much more easily because offences, unlike crimes, 
were not defined in the decrees of 1903, 1912 and 1924.23 Definitions were not specified 
because they were to be determined by compiling legal customs and case law from native 
courts; but once determined, these definitions had to be approved by the colonial authorities. 
The ultimate judge of the erroneous application of local customs was therefore the colonial 
government, not the native court.24 A native penal code for French West Africa was not 
established until 1941.25 This transition from civil to criminal law is less obvious in the 
rulings found in the national archives at Bamako, which are less complete and detailed than 
those in the original registers of judgement located in the cercle archives in Kayes. 
Furthermore, the presence of a colonial officer as judge of the criminal court seems to have 
accelerated the formalization of various categories of offences. 
Between 1908 and 1920, the majority of applications for divorce were made either by 
women who had been abandoned by their husband several years earlier and now wanted a 
divorce in order to remarry, or by husbands applying for divorce (and therefore 
reimbursement of the bridewealth) because their wife had left the marital home and refused 
to return.26 However, in many of these cases, women did not wait until they were officially 
divorced in order to remarry or live with another man. It was when the first husband laid 
claim to the bridewealth and/or custody of the children that it was revealed that the divorce 
had not yet been made official. In most instances, until the beginning of this period, the court 
recognized the end of cohabitation as a de facto divorce, and proceeded directly to settling 
the divorce by considering questions of bridewealth repayment and/or the guardianship of 
any children from the first marriage. We can also find some cases of adultery, but it seems 
that these are mostly cases where the wife has not yet officially ended cohabitation with her 
husband, or where a child is born when the wife had just left her husband and was living with 
her ‘lover’. It is from the 1920s onwards that these cases seem to be recategorized as 
‘bigamy’ or ‘marriage fraud’ depending on the circumstances, and thus that they begin to be 
systematically tried as criminal cases. 
We will now examine some specific cases. These will not show the entire 
development of case law for the period, as this would necessitate a systematic assessment of 
all cases of this type – and in any case the registers are not complete. Nevertheless, this 
snapshot already gives a good insight into the issues associated with these cases in terms of 
kinship, decisions about marriage, and the consent of those concerned. 
Until the beginning of the 1920s, some cases show women cohabiting with another 
man without being officially remarried, since a divorce had not been pronounced in their 
husbands’ absence. In these instances, the women were not punished for adultery, and in 
general they were simply ordered to reimburse the bridewealth as a retrospective divorce 
settlement. In an appellate ruling from the Kayes court in June 1924, Suleyman stated that he 
had married Yaye for a bridewealth of six bullocks and 145.50 francs.27 After a journey to 
Senegal, he returned to Kayes to find his wife with a lover. He asked her to come back to 
him, but she refused. He therefore demanded the reimbursement of the 145.50 francs, as he 
already had the bullocks. Yaye acknowledged that she had indeed received 120.50 francs, but 
claimed 50 francs and the return of five pagnes28 that she had given her husband’s relatives. 
The Kayes court upheld the first instance ruling, which Suleyman had appealed and which 
had sentenced Yaye to return 120.50 francs of her bridewealth to her husband, who in turn 
had to pay 50 francs to his wife together with the equivalent value of five pagnes. 
Likewise, there are many cases where a woman had received part of the bridewealth 
in promise of marriage but eventually married another suitor, and where the rejected suitor 
took the case to court. Until 1924, these were usually handled as civil cases of ‘bridewealth 
repayment’. In April 1924, Sadio took Coumba to the subdivision court in Kayes, because 
she had promised to marry him on payment of 130 francs, to repay the bridewealth given by 
her first husband.29 Coumba had ultimately remarried another man, so Sadio sought to 
reclaim the bridewealth paid. Coumba acknowledged that she had indeed received this sum 
from Sadio; however, she told the court that she had never promised she would marry him, 
explaining that they were simply cohabiting. A witness was heard who declared that Coumba 
had indeed promised Sadio she would marry him. Ultimately, the court sentenced Coumba to 
repay the 130 francs within a month, in accordance with Koranic law. In a letter of June 
1924, the Political Bureau of the Government of French Sudan demanded that the ruling be 
withdrawn, not so that the case could be retried as a case of ‘marriage fraud’ at a time when 
this offence was beginning to appear in the registers of judgement, but because the case had 
been judged by a Muslim court and Sadio had the status of non-Muslim.30 
From 1919, a parallel case law seems to have developed where some marriage cases 
were tried as criminal cases of ‘marriage fraud’, punishable by imprisonment and fines. 
Between 1919 and 1925, there were several years of trial and error in the case law, during 
which some cases continued to be considered civil cases of ‘bridewealth repayment’ while 
others were tried as criminal cases of ‘marriage fraud’. In this period, the documentary 
sources do not allow us to determine what exactly about these cases might cause them to be 
classified differently. The reasons for each successive change in the case law are no clearer. 
Of course, as mentioned above, the colonial state wished to reinforce its control over 
indigenous jurisdictions, notably through by appointing colonial officers as criminal court 
judges in the 1924 decree. But the offence of ‘marriage fraud’ appears in the registers of 
judgement before 1924. 
Correspondence from 1919 confirms that the Special Chamber of the Court of Appeal 
for French West Africa in Dakar (Senegal) overturned a ruling issued on 28 December 1918 
by the court in Bafoulabé (Kayes); unfortunately the details of the first ruling do not survive, 
but the Court of Appeal issued a new ruling stating that the defendants were guilty of 
marriage fraud, and sentencing them to imprisonment and a fine.31 We do not know why this 
case was reclassified as a criminal case, and do not have the verdict of the court of appeal. As 
to this decision’s subsequent importance as case law, the information we currently have 
available on these ‘marriage fraud’ cases does not allow us to confirm or disprove any 
particular hypothesis. 
But once again, it is interesting to note the parallel with the case law on abandoning 
the marital home, which was officially recognized as a ‘customary offence’ by the attorney 
general of FWA in 1914.32 The fact that these cases began to systematically move from civil 
to criminal courts around the same time seems to indicate a general development in the case 
law towards voluntary restriction in questions of marriage and divorce. This development has 
already been observed by Richard Roberts with respect to divorce cases handled by native 
courts in Bamako from 1912; but for our subject here, the development was clearly endorsed 
by the highest level of colonial decision-makers.33 Did the establishment of indigenous law in 
the colonies of West Africa, with its declared intention to formalize indigenous offences and 
customs, make it inevitable that the authorities would display a conservative fixation with 
customs and their ‘invention’? 
This seems to be confirmed by the acceleration in the development of case law and 
the formalization of certain colonial offences such as ‘bigamy’ and ‘marriage fraud’, 
particularly following the decree of 1924 which reinforced colonial control over indigenous 
law; and by the subsequent, systematic use of ethno-religious designations to specify the law 
being applied.34 However, these ethno-religious designations must not mask the tendency 
towards the homogenization of marriage case law, irrespective of the personal status of the 
parties, from the moment that the criminal cases of ‘marriage fraud’ or ‘bigamy’ began to be 
tried. ‘Muslim law’ or ‘fetishist customs’ are invoked in rulings, in formulations such as, ‘In 
accordance with Muslim law, this offence is punishable by shackling and 1-100 strokes with 
a rope’, or ‘In accordance with fetishist custom, this offence is punishable by a set number of 
lashings for the accused’. However, these corporal punishments were considered contrary to 
‘French civilization’ and the sentences were systematically commuted to prison sentences of 
three months to a year, and a fine of 50 to 100 francs, depending on the degree of 
‘implication’ and complicity in the case.35  
It was also between 1920 and 1924 that the offence of ‘bigamy’ appeared in the 
registers of judgement; it seems that it first appeared in Nioro in 1922, and in Kayes in 1923. 
In April 1922, Mahamadou appealed to the second-degree court in Nioro; he had gone to 
gather the bridewealth agreed when he had married Youma, but she did not expect him to 
return and she entered into a second union.36 On Mahamadou’s return, Youma refused to 
resume marital life; she did not recognize him as her husband because he had not paid the 
bridewealth. The court sentenced Youma’s second husband to six months in prison, and 
ordered Youma to pay a fine of 100 francs for ‘bigamy’. This was heard as a civil case, yet 
the protagonists were sentenced to imprisonment and fines. It is possible that the ruling was 
revised later because of this procedural error, but I have not been able to confirm this. Once 
again, we might venture the hypothesis that, before 1924, there was a period of trial and error 
in the case law – as we have already seen with the cases of bridewealth repayment/marriage 
fraud – as judges continued to handle these as civil cases in the face of growing pressure to 
hand down stronger sentences and criminal convictions. 
The other interesting thing to note about this case is that the ‘new husband’, who was 
ultimately sentenced to imprisonment, was actually the intermediary who initially helped 
Mahamadou secure the marriage, but then profited from his absence to marry Youma 
himself. In parallel with the criminalization of this type of marriage case, we can also observe 
increasingly systematic sentencing of the intermediaries involved in these cases, who were 
tried with marriage fraud or abetting adultery. Those closest to newly-married women were 
therefore the people most affected by these sentences – while female networks were being 
increasingly invisibilized – as the colonial courts tended towards recognizing the father’s sole 
right to choose his daughter’s husband. 
 
The criminalization of intermediaries and the marginalization of female networks  
 
Although there do not seem to have been many adultery cases brought before colonial courts, 
from 1925 they appear more frequently and are systematically accompanied by a charge of 
collusion in adultery. This allowed courts to sentence the ‘intermediaries’, although the 
details of these cases actually seem very close to cases which until then had been handled as 
civil cases of ‘bridewealth repayment’ or ‘divorce’. In 1928, Nankoma went before the Kayes 
court with a claim that he had given his wife M’Bamoussa permission to visit her ill younger 
brother, but her brother Madi had then kept her back in order to remarry her to Moussa, who 
had impregnated her.37 Madi was sentenced to six months imprisonment for collusion in 
adultery, while M’Bamoussa and Moussa were each sentenced to three months in prison, and 
M’Bamoussa was obliged to return to the marital home after her sentence had been served. 
It is not clear how the nature of the case distinguishes the offence as adultery, rather than 
bigamy or marriage fraud. It seems that these categories may be used differently by different 
courts and judges. However, it does seem that, from 1925 onwards, the rulings tended to 
reaffirm the fathers’ power to choose their daughters’ husbands by condemning any other, 
‘irregular’ intermediaries who helped to arrange marriages (mostly brothers and uncles, but 
also mothers and aunts): ‘The father alone has the right to choose his daughter’s spouse 
during his lifetime, if he is not to be deprived of his paternal power’.38 
We certainly must not overestimate the information contained in these documents, 
because they doubtless depict only a tiny fraction of what really happened in terms of the 
administration of justice in the region.39 However, they nevertheless offer a window onto the 
use of ‘customary law’ by colonial authorities to impose their own patriarchal framework, 
and the more direct ways in which they did so following the implementation of the 1924 
decree. In general, although women are ‘over-represented’ in these sources compared to most 
colonial documentary sources, it is predominantly the voices of men which come through, 
and the law is interpreted for men. 
These sources offer us only very incomplete information on who acted as 
intermediaries, who arranged marriages, how marital strategies were implemented, and who 
had a say in these matters. In the context of colonial justice, the law was clearly made by men 
for men. Given the centrality of the ‘colonial male gaze’ on these questions, the voices of 
other people involved in marital strategies (notably mothers and aunts) tend to get lost in this 
essentially male legal system. However, some of these cases allow us to rethink how we 
understand the role of ‘emotional communities’ in marital practices. In particular, they reveal 
something about women’s roles in the complex question of consent, despite the fact these 
roles were being rapidly eroded through the imposition of colonial patriarchy. 
In June 1907, Aissata told the Kayes provincial court that Ladio, wishing to marry 
her, and had given her sister several gifts which he was now demanding be returned.40 
Following deliberation, the court concluded that Aissata did not need to return these gifts. 
In August 1910, Dafa told the Kayes provincial court that Bambo had not given her the gifts 
he had received on the marriage of Dafa’s two daughters.41 The court sentenced Bambo to 
give the gifts to Dafa. Here, the mother’s role in choosing her daughter’s suitor is not clearly 
stated, but the fact that she had a say over the gifts seems to indicate that she could forbid or 
delay an alliance if she felt that she had not received enough gifts from her future son-in-law. 
These gifts were not the bridewealth, which was paid to the father or the maternal uncle (or 
sometimes directly to the daughter in the case of Muslim marriages). These two different 
cases show that, in the first decade of the twentieth century in Kayes, it was not only the male 
members of the family who were recognized as stakeholders in marital negotiations; the 
women were too, since within this framework they could receive a certain number of gifts. 
Another case from 1907 shows the role which could be played by aunts. In June 1907, 
Fatimata asked the Nioro court for a divorce from her husband Amadou because, she stated, 
he had given her neither food nor clothing in the eighteen months they had been married.42 
He responded that his wife had asked him for permission to go and see her aunt, but after she 
had been gone for three months, he had had to go and fetch her, because she refused to return. 
Moreover, it would seem that the aunt was an ‘agent’ who had prostituted Fatimata. But it is 
also possible that the aunt had simply tried to remarry Fatimata in order to receive a 
bridewealth, or that the young woman had used a visit to her aunt as an opportunity to move 
away from her husband and seek a new suitor who could ultimately repay her bridewealth. In 
the end, the court ordered Fatimata to return to her husband immediately. Although aunts are 
systematically disqualified as marriage ‘arrangers’, they nevertheless implicitly appear in 
negotiations. 
Until the 1920s, we therefore observe a variety of ‘intermediaries’ and different 
individuals involved in marital negotiations. This is suppressed somewhat by the growing 
sanctions against intermediaries in cases where negotiations come to an abrupt end. 
One case which is symptomatic of this pattern occurred in Nioro in 1925. A ruling from 
Nioro’s first-degree court ordered Yaouro to return to the marital home, and she appealed 
against the sentence.43 During the appellate trial, her husband Nouhou stated that he had 
received Yaouro’s hand in marriage in Kayes, from her aunt Goundo.44 He had paid a 
bridewealth of 200 francs and given Goundo a gift of 900 francs. His wife went to stay with 
her family following her father’s death, and then refused to return to her husband’s home. 
Yaouro told the court: ‘I am seeking a divorce because I do not love my husband. I was 
forcibly married by my aunt without my father’s knowledge, and when he learned about the 
marriage, he wanted me to get divorced. He died too soon’. Her mother Dialaha supported 
her daughter’s statements and also requested a divorce, adding that she was prepared to repay 
the 200-franc bridewealth. The court annulled the marriage, declaring that ‘The father alone 
has the right to choose his daughter’s spouse during his lifetime’.  
The court did not consider the daughter’s emotion to explain her choice and rule in 
her favour but justified the annulation through the primacy of paternal power in questions of 
marriage. This is one of few rulings which includes such a clear articulation, Once again, this 
case is from 1925, which is not insignificant given that the 1924 decree confirmed that 
colonial judges were the ultimate interpreters of the law, even customary law; here, the 
colonial judge imposed his own patriarchal view of what marriage should be and what role 
the father should have in marriage.45 The colonial view appears in clear opposition with local 
marital and matrilineal law which seemed to have subsisted despite the spread of Islam and 
the related growing importance of patrilineality over matrilineality. Without giving specific 
rights to mothers in marriage negotiations, matrilineal law normally appoints primary the 
maternal uncle as the person authorised to arrange his niece’s marriage, as we can see in the 
following case from 1921. 
In August 1921, the subdivision court in Kayes sentenced Banou to 6 months’ 
imprisonment and ordered him to repay a sum of 150 francs for marriage fraud. Banou had 
given his adopted daughter Kandé’s hand in marriage to a man named Tounko, even though 
the girl’s maternal uncle Biré had already promised her to another man, from whom he had 
already received money.46 Banou appealed, but the subdivision court’s ruling was upheld, 
sentencing Banou to 6 months’ imprisonment and repayment of 150 francs.47 Awa, Kandé’s 
mother, stated that she was not responsible for her daughter’s marriage to Tounko and that 
she was unaware that her brother had given the girl’s hand to Moussa; however, a witness 
stated that Awa had received sixty francs on the occasion of Kandé’s marriage to Tounko, 
and had used the sum to repay a long-standing debt. Awa denied this before the court. As for 
the young woman, she stated: ‘When I divorced my first husband, it was Moussa who repaid 
my bridewealth. However, Banou gave my hand to Tounko, because I did not love Moussa’. 
She was unaware that her uncle had married her to Moussa, because the marriage had not 
been conducted in her presence. 
The rulings of 1921 and 1925 also clearly demonstrate that young women are more 
than capable of expressing their rejection of a husband, particularly with their mother’s 
support. However, this is not considered by the court, either in the 1921 case (where the 
young woman making the appeal is sent back to her first husband, who she does not love) or 
in the 1925 case (where the case is decided based not on the young woman’s consent, but on 
her father’s wishes, even if this ultimately works in the young woman’s favour). 
There are therefore only few indicators of female networks in marital strategies within 
colonial legal sources, which is ultimately unsurprising given the very nature of these 
sources. Nevertheless, we can find implicit traces of the role of mothers or aunts; however, 
this is increasingly marginalized, as shown in the 1925 case which clearly affirms paternal 




Although colonial legal sources are rich in information about gender conflicts, they 
nevertheless remain limited or even frustrating to use, as they rarely reveal the full 
circumstances of the cases handled by the colonial courts. Instead, they simply allow us to 
observe the end results of negotiations and exchanges, and the full range of emotions 
associated with them, which are hardly themselves represented in these archives. Obviously, 
this is not a question of finding things which are not there. Rather, it is a matter of changing 
the way that we look at some of these cases: because of the context in which they were 
transcribed, the documents intrinsically privilege male actors, and the case law increasingly 
reinforces the status of men as fathers and husbands, in order to control women and prevent 
them leaving their husbands and remarrying, re-shaping ‘emotional communities’ according 
to patriarchal values. Cases of ‘bigamy’ or ‘marriage fraud’ thus become divorce cases gone 
wrong for the women involved; the fluidity of marital alliances, and women’s roles in 
promoting this fluidity and making space for the young bride’s consent and feelings, are now 
seen as legally reprehensible practices. Women are condemned for bigamy, and the 
intermediaries who might have intervened or supported their choice to remarry are 
condemned for ‘marriage fraud’ or ‘collusion in adultery’. 
From 1925 onwards, the law becomes increasingly clear in stating that the father alone has 
power to make decisions in questions of marriage. As a result, we see a growing 
marginalization of the networks which previously introduced greater fluidity in the 
management of consent, weakening women’s emotional support systems and their position in 
marital affairs. 
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